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Abstract: Diffusion models are widely recognized in image generation for their ability to produce
high-quality images from text prompts. As the demand for customized models grows, various
methods have emerged to capture appearance features. However, the exploration of relations
between entities, another crucial aspect of images, has been limited. This study focuses on enabling
models to capture and generate high-level semantic images with specific relation concepts, which
is a challenging task. To this end, we introduce the Inv-ReVersion framework, which uses inverse
relations text expansion to separate the feature fusion of multiple entities in images. Additionally,
we employ a weighted contrastive loss to emphasize part of speech, helping the model learn more
abstract relation concepts. We also propose a high-frequency suppressor to reduce the time spent on
learning low-frequency details, enhancing the model’s ability to generate image relations. Compared
to existing baselines, our approach can more accurately generate relation concepts between entities
without additional computational costs, especially in capturing abstract relation concepts.

Keywords: diffusion models; text-to-image; fine-tuning; relation inversion

1. Introduction

In recent years, text-to-image diffusion models [1–4] have made significant progress.
These models can generate high-quality and diverse images from text prompts written in
natural language. In practical applications, there is a growing demand for personalized and
customized models from users, who expect the models to generate images reflecting specific
concepts. In response to this demand, recent studies such as LoRA [5], Textual Inversion [6],
DreamBooth [7], and Custom Diffusion [8] have greatly enhanced the adaptability and
expressiveness of diffusion models in specific downstream tasks through fine tuning [9,10].

However, while these methods excel in capturing the appearance features of images,
research on exploring high-level semantics such as the relations between entities in images
is scarce. In fact, the relations between entities are one of the key elements that constitute
the meaning of images. Capturing these relations is not only a challenging task but
also poses higher requirements for the framework: first, the model needs to understand
the interactions between entities in images, which involves deep learning of complex
semantics; second, the presence of relations often means that there are multiple entities
in the image, and when generating images containing multiple entities, it is necessary
to prevent improper fusion of features between different entities [11]; finally, given that
existing diffusion model fine-tuning methods mainly focus on generating concepts with
specific appearances, there is a relative lack of research in capturing relations between
entities in images. In this context, ReVersion [12] pioneeringly proposed this issue and
attempted to fine-tune the model to generate images with specific relations using the
inversion methods.

Although ReVersion has achieved some success in generating images with specific
relation concepts, it has limitations in Zero-Shot [13–15]; namely, it cannot effectively
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generate uncommon entities and relations in the real world. To address this issue, we
propose the Inv-ReVersion framework, which improves upon ReVersion and achieves better
results (Figure 1). We designed a method of inverse relation representation in text prompts,
which can effectively reduce feature fusion between entities. Based on the relation-steering
loss in the ReVersion framework, we modified the structure of the contrastive loss to
enrich the types of relations that can be learned. In addition, we combined digital image
processing technology and designed a high-frequency suppressor from the perspective of
frequency domain analysis, which helps the model focus less on image details and more on
understanding the overall meaning of the images.

We implemented our framework on Stable Diffusion 1.5 [16] and conducted experi-
ments on a dataset containing 10 different relation concepts. The experimental results show
that Inv-ReVersion can significantly reduce the feature fusion problem between entities
and has good reconstruction ability for complex abstract relations such as behavioral rela-
tions. We studied the contributions of each component of our framework through ablation
experiments and compared our framework with existing baselines.

In summary, our main contributions are:

• We propose the inverse relation text expansion method, which can reduce feature
fusion between entities in generated images.

• We propose a part-of-speech weighted control loss function, enriching the relation
categories that the model can learn.

• From the perspective of the frequency domain, we designed a high-frequency sup-
pressor, reducing the model’s attention to high-frequency details, allowing it to better
reconstruct the high-level semantics of images.

This study provides new insights into fine tuning pre-trained text-to-images diffusion
models for high-level semantic concepts such as relations. Our proposed method advances
further research in this direction.

Exemplar Images

<R> <ride on>

<R> <carved by>

<R> <painted on>

Relation Concept Generation

cat  <R>  bicycle panda  <R>  toy car snail  <R>  skateboard penguin  <R>  unicycle

cat  <R>  glass dog  <R>  ice rose  <R>  apple Harry Potter  <R>  clay

dolphin  <R>  wall otter  <R>  bottle rabbit  <R>  hat Transformers  <R>  building

duck  <R>  surfboard 

lion  <R>  jade

galaxy  <R>  vase

Figure 1. All images above were generated by the Inv-ReVersion framework. This task is known as
Relation Inversion: it aims to capture and understand a specific relation concept from few exemplar
images that share this concept and then apply it to new entities to generate images with corresponding
relation features.
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2. Related Work

Text-to-image diffusion models. Diffusion models [17–20] have become a mainstream
method in the field of image generation [21–28] due to their ability to produce high-quality
images, sparking a variety of innovative applications [29–34]. The pioneering work of this
method was initially introduced by Dickstein et al. [18], who demonstrated how to use the
diffusion process to simulate the gradual transition from random noise to data distribution
in image generation. Subsequently, latent diffusion models (LDM) [1] proposed executing
the diffusion process in the latent image space, effectively reducing the computational
cost of generating high-resolution images. Text-to-image (T2I) diffusion models achieve
advanced image generation performance by combining pre-trained language models,
such as CLIP [35], to encode text into latent vectors. Among this series of models, Stable
Diffusion, based on the LDM framework, marks the current state-of-the-art (SOTA) in
this field. Our research primarily conducts experiments on the Stable Diffusion model to
explore its potential in understanding and generating images with specific relations.

Diffusion-based inversion techniques mainly embed images into the model’s latent
space by adding noise to the images and then using the reverse denoising process of
the diffusion models [29,30]. However, this process may cause significant changes to the
model’s latent space to adapt to the new data distribution, sometimes even leading to
catastrophic forgetting in the model. To overcome this challenge, the Textual Inversion
technique [6] was proposed. It aims to find a new pseudo-word in the text embedding
space of the diffusion model that represents a specific concept of the image. This new
word can be combined with other text prompts to form new sentences, enabling more
personalized image creation. The advantage of this type of inversion method [6,7,31,36] is
that it can leverage the rich semantic knowledge already learned by the text pre-training
model, thus achieving model fine-tuning in an intuitive and efficient way.

ReVersion aims to extract a common relation concept ⟨R⟩ from several exemplar im-
ages through the Relation Inversion method. Its core idea is based on the “Preposition
Prior”, which sparsely activates relation prompts in the real world on a basic set of prepo-
sitions. Based on this idea, ReVersion adopts a novel relation-steer contrastive learning
scheme, implemented through InfoNCE [37], to make the new word ⟨R⟩ representing a
specific relation concept converge to the preposition space, thereby capturing interactions
between entities rather than just appearance. Furthermore, it emphasizes high-level seman-
tics between entities over low-level appearance features (such as texture or color) through
relation–focal importance sampling. Extensive experiments have verified ReVersion’s supe-
riority over existing methods in a range of visual relations, demonstrating its significant
advantages in visual concept embedding.

3. Method

We propose the Inv-ReVersion framework (Figure 2), aiming to enhance the model’s
ability to represent relations between entities by embedding vectors representing relation
concepts in the model’s text embedding space, through fine tuning approximately 10 sample
images. This section first introduces the basic concepts of diffusion models in Section 3.1;
then, in Section 3.2, we propose an inverse relation text expansion method to reduce feature
fusion between entities; in Section 3.3, we introduce a part-of-speech (POS) weighted control
loss function to enhance the model’s learning ability for behavioral relations; finally, in
Section 3.4, we approach from the frequency domain perspective, reducing the importance
of detail features to enable the model to learn high-level semantic features of images
more effectively.
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Figure 2. Inv-ReVersion framework: This framework processes exemplar images with a high-
frequency suppressor to obtain semantically enhanced images. These images are then input to the
model along with text prompts that have undergone inverse relation text expansion. The optimization
process of the feature vector is steered by both denoising loss and part-of-speech weighted contrastive
loss. In the inference phase, the optimized feature vector can be used as a new word in the text
prompt to guide the model in generating images with specific relation concepts.

3.1. Preliminary

Diffusion models are a class of generative models that generate new images by gradu-
ally denoising. They start by sampling an initial image X0 from the data distribution and
gradually adding noise ϵ ∼ N(0, I)that follows a normal distribution. After T iterations,
the noise image XT approximates a Gaussian distribution. Subsequently, these noisy images
are progressively denoised to recover the original image X0.

Our research focuses on a specific type of diffusion model, namely LDM. Unlike
traditional diffusion models that perform denoising directly in pixel space, LDM uses a
pre-trained variational autoencoder (VAE) to map sample images from pixel space to latent
space and then executes the diffusion process. LDM is also conditioned by a pre-trained
text encoder t, such as CLIP [35] or BERT [38], to control the denoising model. The loss
function of LDM is

LLDM(θ) := Et,x0,ϵ

[
∥ϵ − ϵθ(xt, t, τθ(c))∥2

]
(1)

where ϵ represents the noise added to X0 to generate Xt, and ϵθ is the noise predicted by
the U-Net [39] network. The model is trained to minimize the loss between the true noise
and the predicted noise. Stable diffusion is based on the LDM model, trained on a larger
LAION [40] dataset, and uses CLIP as its text encoder.

3.2. Inverse Relation Text Expansion

In multi-entity image generation, the fusion of different entity features is a common
and challenging problem [7,8,41,42]. For example, when attempting to generate an image
of “a cat sitting back to back with a dog”, it often happens that the cat exhibits dog features,
or the dog has cat features, as shown in Figure 3. In the task of generating relations between
entities, our research reveals a peculiar finding: the order of entities in text prompts affects
the preference of the diffusion model, leading the model to focus more on the entity that
appears first in the text, resulting in the later-appearing entity carrying features of the
earlier-appearing entity [43–45]. Simply swapping the order of entities in the text may
cause confusion in the expression of some non-interchangeable entity relations (such as
active–passive relations).

To address this challenge, we propose an innovative method: inverse relation text
expansion. This method introduces a special vector V∗

inv in the text embedding space,
allowing the adjustment of the relative attention between entities without changing the
semantics of the text prompt. Specifically, our text prompt is similar to “EA ⟨R⟩ EB”,
where EA and EB represent two entities in the text and ⟨R⟩ represents the relation vector
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learned from sample images. We define an “inverse relation vector” V∗
inv that can invert the

relation between EA and EB while maintaining the original meaning of the text, expanding
“EB V∗

inv⟨R⟩ EA” as the inverse relation text prompt, with V∗
inv⟨R⟩ forming the inverse

relation. During training, by adding inverse text prompts, we jointly optimize the inverse
relation vector V∗

inv and the relation concept ⟨R⟩:

⟨V∗
inv, R⟩ = arg min

⟨v⟩,⟨r⟩
Et,x0,ϵ

[
∥ϵ − ϵθ(xt, t, τθ(c))∥2

]
(2)

Through this method, we can balance the model’s attention to each entity, thereby
reducing the feature fusion problem in generated images. This not only enhances the
accuracy of image generation but also provides a new perspective for addressing the
problem of entity feature confusion in generative models.

“cat <R> dog”

Trained with 
Inversion Relation 

Descriptions

ReVersion

“dog sits back to back with cat”

Ours

“E   <R>  E ”A B

“E        <R>  E ”AB  
Inversion Relation

Coarse Descriptions

“cat sits back to back with dog” “dog <R> cat”

Figure 3. In the ReVersion method, as shown in the first row of the figure, when the dog appears
before the cat in the text prompt, the cat on the left exhibits dog features (e.g., a longer mouth).
Conversely, as shown in the second row, when the cat appears before the dog in the text prompt, the
dog exhibits the patterns of the cat on the right. However, the model trained with inverse relation
text expansion can effectively solve this feature fusion problem between multiple entities.

3.3. POS Weighted Control Loss

ReVersion [12] introduced “preposition prior”, noting that prepositions can sparsely
activate relations between entities in images. To guide the relation vector ⟨R⟩ into the
preposition space of text embedding, ReVersion designed a relation-steering contrastive
loss based on InfoNCE contrastive learning:

LReVersion = − log
∑L

l=1 eRT ·Pi
l /γ

∑L
l=1 eRT ·Pi

l /γ + ∑M
m=1 eRT ·Ni

m/γ
(3)

where R is the relation vector; Pi =
{

P1
i , . . . , PL

i
}

(i.e., positive samples) refers to the preposi-
tion vector randomly sampled in the ith iteration; Ni =

{
N1

i , . . . , NM
i
}

(i.e., negative samples)
refers to word vectors of other POS randomly sampled from the word embedding space.

However, prepositions are mainly used to activate spatial relations in space, and they
perform poorly in activating behavioral relations (such as “carved”, “made of”). In contrast,
verbs are often more intuitive and accurate in representing behavioral relations [46,47]. There-
fore, we propose to increase the influence of verbs in contrastive loss to more effectively
reinforce the embedding of relation vectors similar to behavioral relations.
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Consequently, our proposed POS weighted contrastive loss is as follows:

Lcontrol = −
(
λverbLverb + λprepLprep

)
(4)

Lverb = log
∑L

l=1 eRT ·Pl
Vi/γ

∑L
l=1 eRT ·Pl

Vi/γ + ∑M
m=1 eRT ·Nm

i /γ
(5)

Lprep = log
∑L

l=1 eRT ·Pl
Pi/γ

∑L
l=1 eRT ·Pl

Pi/γ + ∑M
m=1 eRT ·Nm

i /γ
(6)

λverb + λprep = 1 (7)

where Lverb represents the verb-steer contrastive loss, Lprep represents the preposition-
steer contrastive loss, λverb represents the weight of the verb loss, λprep represents the
weight of the preposition loss, PVi =

{
P1

Vi, . . . , PL
Vi
}

represents the verb samples, and
PPi =

{
P1

Pi, . . . , PL
Pi
}

represents the preposition positive samples.
The advantage of this method is that, compared to directly replacing positive samples

from prepositions with verbs, our weighting strategy can flexibly adjust the tendency of
the relation vector towards spatial or behavioral relations according to the type of relation.
In this way, this method will perform better in learning behavioral relation vectors than
using only prepositional relations as positive samples.

3.4. High-Frequency Suppressor

Compared to appearance features, the relation concepts between entities requires the
model to focus on the high-level semantic features of images. For low-level detail features,
such as texture and color, the model should reduce its focus on learning [48,49]. Inspired
by the field of image processing, we adopt a frequency domain analysis approach, finding
that many research results indicate that the detail features of images are often associated
with high-frequency features [50,51].

Therefore, our core idea is to reduce the model’s attention to detail features by sup-
pressing the appearance of high-frequency features in images, thereby better reconstructing
high-dimensional semantic features (Figure 4). This approach does not affect the model’s
recognition of entities in the sample images. Specifically, we introduce a Gaussian filter as
a low-pass filter H(.) to process the input sample images X0. At this point, the denoising
loss function is defined as follows:

Ldenoise = Et,x0,ϵ

[
∥ϵ − ϵθ(H(xt), t, τθ(c))∥2

]
, (8)

H(xt) = h ∗ xt (9)

where H represents the Gaussian filter, h represents the filter kernel, and ∗ denotes the
convolution operation.

In summary, the overall optimization objective of the Inv-ReVersion framework can
be written as:

⟨V∗
inv, R⟩ = arg min

⟨v⟩,⟨r⟩
(λdenoiseLdenoise + λcontrol Lcontrol) (10)

where λdenoise is the weight of the denoising loss, and λcontorl is the weight of the part-of-
speech weighted contrastive loss.
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High-frequency 
suppressor 

Exemplar Images

High-frequency feature

Semantic-Enhanced Images

Low-frequency

Figure 4. The left image is an exemplar image, in which high-frequency detail features such as
brushstrokes are clearly visible. The right image shows the image processed by the high-frequency
suppressor, where the high-frequency detail features have been suppressed. This processing reduces
the model’s learning of detail features, thereby improving its ability to understand the relation
concepts in the exemplar images.

4. Experiments

In this section, we implemented the Inv-ReVersion framework based on latent diffusion
models (LDM). Through a series of experiments, we demonstrated the advantages of our
method in the task of relation inversion compared to other methods, highlighting its
scientific and practical significance. The results prove that our method can effectively
address the feature fusion problem between multiple entities and shows good ability in
generating complex relation concepts. Finally, we discuss the limitations of our method
and propose new directions for future research.

4.1. Dataset and Evaluation

Dataset. We used the ReVersion benchmark [52] for our experiments. This benchmark
provides 10 different representative relation concepts at various levels of abstraction. For
each relation, it provides four to ten sample images containing different entities and their
text annotations.

Evaluation metrics. We invited 32 human evaluators to conduct a user study to assess
the performance of our Inv-ReVersion framework in relation inversion tasks. We randomly
sampled four sets of images from each of the ten concepts in the ReVersion benchmark,
resulting in a total of 40 sets, each set containing images generated by four different image
generation methods: Stable Diffusion 1.5, Textual Inversion, ReVersion, and Inv-ReVersion
(ours). Each set also included an exemplar image describing the common relation of this
set of images and the text description of each image. Evaluators were asked to rank the
four results of each set according to the following criteria: (1) Entity Accuracy: Based on
the text description “EA⟨R⟩EB” of each image, evaluators need to judge whether entities A
and B are correctly generated; (2) Relation Accuracy: Evaluators need to judge whether the
relation between the two entities in the generated image is consistent with the coexisting
relation in the exeamplar image. In this way, we obtained 80 rankings for “Entity Accuracy”
and “Relation Accuracy”. We then used the average user rank (AUR) [53] as a preference
measure, scoring each result from 1 to 4 (lower is worse).

Baselines. We compared our method with three similar methods: Stable Diffusion 1.5,
Textual Inversion, and ReVersion. Since Stable Diffusion 1.5 does not learn the relation
vector in each set of exemplar images, we used natural language that best expresses the
relation to replace the relation vector. For Textual Inversion and ReVersion, we used their
default hyperparameters and iterated and optimized on the LDM model. All experiments
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were conducted on an NVIDIA A100 PCIE 40 GB (NVIDIA Corporation, Santa Clara,
CA, USA).

4.2. Qualitative Results

Figure 5 demonstrates the ability of the Inv-ReVersion framework to capture different
relation concepts. Particularly in handling more complex and abstract relations, such
as behavioral relations (e.g., “carved by”), the framework shows significant advantages
over traditional methods that only deal with spatial relations. This capability makes
Inv-ReVersion more effective in generating images containing complex interactions and
dynamic scenes, thereby providing users with richer and more diverse visual content.

Furthermore, Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the notable advantages of Inv-ReVersion in ad-
dressing a challenging problem in image generation—the fusion of relations between multiple
entities. In these examples, we can see that the framework can generate visually more harmo-
nious and relationally more accurate images. Compared to other methods, Inv-ReVersion better
understands and represents the complex interactions between different entities.

In summary, the Inv-ReVersion framework not only exhibits excellent performance in
capturing different relation concepts but also shows significant advantages in handling the
complex issue of relation fusion between multiple entities. These characteristics make the
framework have broad application prospects in the field of image generation, especially in
scenarios that require precise expression of complex relations.

<R> <back2back> girl  <R>  boy chair  <R>  chair panda  <R>  panda angry bird <R> angry bird

<R> <warpped in>

<R> <hug> bear  <R>  girl cat  <R>  pillow astronaut  <R>  astronaut child  <R>  snowman

bear  <R>  scarf puppy  <R>  towel hamster  <R>  blanket bird  <R>  swaddle

Figure 5. Qualitative results: Using a diverse set of relation concept images as exemplars, this experiment
demonstrates that our method achieves satisfactory performance in relation inversion tasks.
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<R> <inside>

Exemplar Images Stable Diffuison 1.5 Textual Inversion ReVersion Ours

tree    <R>    lightbulb

panda   <R>    basket

<R> <on>

fish   <R>    wine glass

bird   <R>    desk

rabbit   <R>    plate

cat   <R>    box

Figure 6. Quantitative comparisons: We compare the Inv-ReVersion framework with existing similar
methods to validate its ability to learn common relation concepts from exemplar images. We tested
the generation tasks of each relation on multiple different entities to ensure the diversity and accuracy
of the tests.

Exemplar Images w/o inverse w/o blur Ours

<R> <shake hands>

<R> <hanging from>

dog  <R>  cat

clock  <R>  tree bench

w/o weight control

Figure 7. Ablation study: Experiments were conducted by removing each of the following com-
ponents: “Inverse Relation Text Expansion”, “POS Weighted Control Loss”, and “High-Frequency
Suppressor”. The results indicate that the removal of any of these modules leads to a decrease in both
“Entity Accuracy” and “Relation Accuracy” in the generated images.
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4.3. Quantitative Comparisons

In our comparison experiments, we evaluated the Inv-ReVersion framework against
Stable Diffusion 1.5, Textual Inversion, and ReVersion using average user ranking (AUR) as
the evaluation metric. The results (Table 1) indicate that our method surpasses the other
three in terms of entity accuracy and relation accuracy.

Compared to Stable Diffusion 1.5: Stable Diffusion 1.5 struggles to generate images
with specific relations due to its lack of high-level semantic understanding. Even with
natural language descriptions that closely represent the exemplar images, it fails to capture
and generate the intended relations. Additionally, since most images in the LAION training
set used for Stable Diffusion contain only one entity, the model is prone to feature fusion
between entities. These issues highlight the focus of our work: enhancing text-to-image
diffusion models to improve their understanding of high-level semantics and address the
feature fusion problem in multi-entity images.

Compared to Textual Inversion: Textual Inversion tends to leak features of entities
from exemplar images into the relation concept ⟨R⟩. For example, in Figure 6, the fourth
row of the Textual Inversion method, the bird exhibits features of the cat’s ears from the
exemplar image. Moreover, Textual Inversion performs poorly in generating relations
because it lacks a module specifically designed to understand high-level image semantics,
leading to a focus on entity features and subpar performance in handling complex relations.

Compared to ReVersion: ReVersion, one of the best-performing methods in relation
inversion tasks, can generate images with specific relations more accurately. However, it
suffers from severe feature fusion between entities during the image generation process.
For instance, when generating the scene “tree inside a lightbulb”, (Figure 6) ReVersion
merges the light of the bulb with the green of the tree, and the tree trunk takes on the shape
of the filament, significantly degrading the quality of the generated image.

Overall, our Inv-ReVersion framework excels in relation inversion tasks, outperform-
ing other methods in both entity accuracy and decoupling, as well as relation accuracy.
The results of the user study (Table 1) further confirm the advantages of the Inv-ReVersion
framework in these aspects, validating the effectiveness of our approach. These findings
underscore the potential of Inv-ReVersion in handling complex relations and enhancing
image generation quality, demonstrating its broad application prospects in future image
generation tasks.

Table 1. Comparison results: average user ranking (AUR) for “Entity Accuracy” and “Relation
Accuracy”. We tested the user preference ranking (1–4, from worst to best) of different methods.

Concepts
Stable Diffusion Textual Inversion ReVersion Ours

Entity Relation Entity Relation Entity Relation Entity Relation

carved by 1.48 1.49 2.03 1.69 2.76 2.89 3.71 3.88
hanging 1.68 1.67 2.06 1.85 2.63 2.76 3.61 3.68

shake hand 1.83 2.13 2.04 2.04 2.76 2.81 3.32 3.04
inside 1.98 1.53 2.16 1.98 2.59 3.17 3.22 3.28

on 1.87 1.72 2.25 2.16 2.64 3.03 3.19 3.07
back2back 2.03 1.89 2.05 1.73 2.32 2.96 3.59 3.38
painted on 1.73 1.56 2.12 1.71 2.41 3.12 3.68 3.56

hug 1.93 2.14 1.97 2.01 2.56 2.58 3.52 3.24
ride on 1.69 2.03 1.74 2.14 2.92 2.78 3.63 3.03

wrapped in 1.73 1.58 2.01 1.83 2.87 3.14 3.37 3.42

4.4. Ablation Study

To verify the effectiveness of each module we proposed, we conducted the following
ablative experiments: (1) Remove the “Inverse Relation Text Expansion” module; (2) Replace
the “POS Weighted Control Loss” with Steer Loss from ReVersion; (3) Remove the “High-
Frequency Suppressor” module. From Table 2, we can observe that the absence of these
modules leads to a significant decrease in “Entity Accuracy” and “Relation Accuracy”.
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Without Inverse Relation Text Expansion. As described in Section 3.2, the “Inverse
Relation Text Expansion” was proposed to solve the feature fusion problem between multi-
ple entities in generated images. Based on the finding that the order of entity appearance
affects model preference, we designed inverse relation text to allow entities in the text
prompt to swap positions, thereby solving this problem. As can be clearly seen from the
second row of Figure 7, not using inverse relation text expansion leads to the fusion of
features between two entities, turning the pointers on the clock into branches.

Without POS Weighted Control Loss. Prepositions activate spatial relations well,
whereas verbs have an advantage for behavioral relations. In the first row of Figure 7,
the “shake hands” behavioral relation, the group without POS weighted control failed to
generate images with this relation concept well. This indicates that prepositions have poor
capturing ability for higher-level relations such as behavioral relations, and adding verbs
can expand the relations learned in the relation inversion task.

Without High-Frequency Suppressor. Learning high-level semantic concepts like
relation concepts require the model to reduce attention to low-frequency detail features.
The high-frequency suppressor can solve this problem well. However, generated images
without the high-frequency suppressor often carry obvious low-level features like textures,
making them unable to reconstruct relation concepts well. As seen in the second row of
Figure 7, the group without the high-frequency suppressor can generate detailed textures
of tree bark well but failed to correctly generate the ”hanging from” relation concept.

Table 2. Ablation results: Removing the inverse relation text expansion, the POS weighted control
loss, or the high-frequency suppressor results in a performance decline, thereby demonstrating the
importance of these three modules.

Concepts
W/O Inverse Relation W/O Weight Control W/O HF Suppresso Ours

Entity Relation Entity Relation Entity Relation Entity Relation

carved by 1.82 2.49 2.63 1.69 2.41 2.31 3.12 3.48
hanging 1.66 2.67 2.53 1.85 2.48 2.26 3.01 3.21

shake hand 1.84 2.53 2.61 1.62 2.79 2.35 2.71 3.47
inside 1.51 2.53 2.69 1.98 2.78 2.16 2.98 3.31

on 1.72 2.72 2.62 2.03 2.43 2.13 3.19 3.11
back2back 1.92 2.43 2.41 2.05 2.31 2.34 3.35 3.15
painted on 1.82 2.51 2.32 1.71 2.45 2.22 3.37 3.52

hug 1.94 2.14 2.24 2.18 2.36 2.42 3.44 3.57
ride on 1.99 2.47 2.45 1.98 2.41 2.38 3.13 3.14

wrapped in 1.76 2.38 2.41 2.06 2.51 2.26 3.31 3.26

4.5. Applications

Artistic Expansion. Traditional generative models often struggle to produce images
containing multiple entities, limiting the creative freedom of artists. We propose an im-
proved method for generating relation images, enabling generative models to produce
a wider variety of artistic work. Moreover, our work involves the study of high-level
semantics, which may help artificial intelligence to understand the structure, relations, and
even emotions expressed in images more deeply, making artistic creation through artificial
intelligence more free and interesting.

Controllable Video Generation. Video generation has been a hot research topic recently,
and one challenge is the generation of relation shots. Relation shots play an important
role in films, and our method can generate images with accurate relations, which can then
be transformed into dynamic videos using video generation models. This breakthrough
in the generation of relation shots provides a significant advancement for creating more
controllable video generation workflows.

Image Editing. Changing specific attributes of an image through text prompts is a
highly potential application area. Our framework can capture a variety of relation concepts,
adapting to diverse image editing tasks. For example, when changing the material of an
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object, as shown in the second row of Figure 1, we have endowed different objects with a
variety of fresh materials using the concept of “is carved by”; in the e-commerce fashion
industry, by learning the concept of “wearing”, we can make models wear the product’s
clothes, thereby completing downstream tasks in a low-cost and efficient manner.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we conducted an in-depth exploration of the emerging topic of relation
inversion by designing the Inv-ReVersion framework. To address the common issue of
feature fusion in multi-entity generation, we proposed the method of inverse relation text
expansion for the first time. By applying a high-frequency suppressor to sample images,
we enhanced the semantic features of the images; simultaneously, through contrastive
learning weighted by part of speech, we expanded the variety of relation concepts that
the model can learn, enabling it to more effectively learn complex and abstract relations.
Furthermore, our approach is computationally efficient, as it only updates the parameters
of the text embedding, rather than all the parameters in the pre-trained model. The entire
training process takes about 40 min on an Nvidia A100 PCIE 40 GB (NVIDIA Corporation,
Santa Clara, CA, USA). We conducted experiments on a dataset containing multiple relation
concepts, and the results verified the superiority of Inv-ReVersion in learning high-level
semantics of images, surpassing existing methods. This discovery opens a new path for the
research of high-level semantics in images.

Despite the high-frequency suppressor’s effectiveness in identifying global relation-
ships, it may reduce image quality by losing local details. We plan to design an additional
network to restore these details and improve image generation. Additionally, while our
method has shown significant effectiveness in capturing more complex relation concepts,
it struggles to generate relations that are uncommon in the real world. Our next research
goal is to enable relation inversion to achieve Zero-Shot Learning for generating specific
relation concepts between various entities.
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